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Chapter 1541: Beast Tide (11) 

“So many…” Tang Nazhi looked at the sky, speechless. He thought that he was pretty talented to have 

become a Second-Class Expert, but… there were so many Second-Class Experts in the God Realm. 

Thinking about this made him feel as if he was merely a side piece to the main dish! 

Qi Xia looked at Shen Siyu and slowly said, “Brother Siyu, do you know how many Second-Class Experts 

are there in the Broken Star Palace?” 

Shen Siyu said, “The Broken Star Palace was built in secret, so I am not sure about their numbers. 

However, the method they used to nurture experts is not feasible. Therefore, according to my 

calculations, the number of Second-Class Experts they have would not exceed the God Realm.” 

The Broken Star Palace used Battle Aura Transfer and Magic Transfer as a method to nurture the strong. 

It was destined that they would have to sacrifice a large number of people with potential in order to 

create a Second-Class Expert. On the other hand, the God Realm spread its power to every member and 

with the nourishment of the divine power, their lifespan was greatly extended. As a result, the God 

Realm’s influence was above the Broken Star Palace. 

“Tsk tsk, I heard from that kid Long Yue that the Broken Star Palace is the reason why the four countries 

attacked us. After the beast tide, I must teach them a lesson.” Tang Nazhi snorted. He held great 

hostility against the Broken Star Palace. 

If the Broken Star Palace did not have as many Second-Class Experts as the God Realm, then there was 

nothing to be afraid of. 

The advanced-ranked demons under their command could rival against the Second-Class Experts of the 

Broken Star Palace. Coupled with the two sacred beasts, Taotie and Yazi, they would certainly make the 

Broken Star Palace suffer in the future! 

Shen Yanxiao said with a calm expression, “I will definitely settle this debt with the Broken Star Palace, 

but the most important thing now is to deal with the beast tide.” 

She would not let go of the Broken Star Palace and the four countries so easily. The current alliance was 

just a compromise. She would get back at them one by one in the future. 

Outside the city, waves of beast roars gradually approached. 

Qu Xun stood alone at the city gates, and his back that was soaked in sweat stuck to the tightly shut 

gates. 

He could already see the silhouettes of those demon beasts. Qu Xun’s mind was about to explode from 

the deafening roars. He knocked on the city gates with all his might and pleaded time and time again, 

but he did not get any response. 

Qu Xun stared at the approaching demon beasts with his eyes wide open. 

Those hideous faces were simply a nightmare. 



Even though demon beasts and magical beasts were of the same species, their appearance was 

incomparably ugly. All of them were entirely black in color, and their sharp fangs were propped against 

their huge mouths as saliva dripped down. 

They all had the same pair of purple eyes as demons, but the whites of their eyes were not white. 

Instead, they were blood-red, making them look exceptionally terrifying. 

Just by looking at the appearance of those demon beasts, Qu Xun’s legs had gone soft from fright, and 

he fell to the ground as his entire body trembled. 

Right now, he regretted his decision to reject Shen Yanxiao’s conditions. If he had accepted her 

conditions, he might have a chance to live. But right now, he did not even have a single chance to live! 

“Help me… help me…” Qu Xun pleaded but received no answer. 

The demon beasts rushed to the city gates, and a flying demon beast picked up Qu Xun from the city 

gates. In an instant, dozens of flying demon beasts tore the marquis into pieces of meat. 

A large amount of blood fell to the ground, indicating that a battle between the beast tide and Sun 

Never Sets was about to begin. 

Chapter 1542: Beast Tide (12) 

Shen Yanxiao did not panic when the beast tide attacked. 

“Yang Xi, send out the flying troops.” Shen Yanxiao narrowed her eyes and ordered. 

With a single command, all the aerial magical beasts of the four-nation alliance and Sun Never Sets 

moved out. Each of them was grabbing onto a barrel of black oil. 

The soldiers of the four-nation alliance did not know what Shen Yanxiao wanted to do. The beast tide 

was just outside the city gates, but Shen Yanxiao did not send anyone out to fight. Instead, she asked 

them to gather all their flying magical beasts. 

However, Shen Yanxiao had made true with her previous promise. She did not let them become cannon 

fodder. 

There were tens of thousands of aerial magical beasts in the four-nation alliance and Sun Never Sets. 

These magical beasts flew toward the demon beasts outside the Sun Never Sets with their mythical 

beasts. 

There were not many flying demon beasts among the demon beasts. Thus, before the hundreds of flying 

demon beasts could unleash their fury, they were killed by the tens of thousands of flying troops. 

The flying magical beast hovered above the demon beast, and Vermilion Bird suddenly let out a cry. All 

the flying magical beasts dropped the oil barrel under their feet at the same time! 

One by one, oil barrels the length of an arm smashed down on the demon beasts like rain. The demon 

beasts released furious roars, but they realized that it did not hurt when it hit them. It was just sticky 

and uncomfortable. 



The kerosene in the barrel covered the demon beasts that were closest to Sun Never Sets. The next 

second, all the fire-elemental magical beasts released their most powerful fire magic! 

In an instant, raging flames rapidly spread on the demon beasts at the front, and the speed at which the 

oil was ignited was astonishingly fast. 

The entire stampede was engulfed in flames. 

The magical beasts relied on their advantage in the air and started to chase after the demon beasts that 

were surrounded by flames. 

Demon beasts cried out miserably under the high temperature. 

On the city walls of Sun Never Sets, everyone witnessed the scene of the demon beasts being burnt. 

They looked at the expressionless Shen Yanxiao in surprise. They did not expect that she would come up 

with such an idea during their first clash with the demons! 

She was using up all the kerosene that had yet to be produced as artillery shells! 

The flames formed a natural barrier around Sun Never Sets. Even though the demon beasts had rough 

skin and thick flesh, they could not withstand the flames. 

The demon beasts at the forefront had been burnt by the flames to the extent they wailed. Shen 

Yanxiao’s method had easily eliminated tens of thousands of demon beasts. 

While everyone was in high spirits, Shen Yanxiao did not relax in the slightest. 

Looking at the dense demon beast army in front of her, she was extremely shocked. 

This was only the beginning. If they wanted to repel the beast tide, relying on this little cleverness was 

far from enough. 

“Brother Siyu, I’ll leave the rest to you.” Shen Yanxiao looked at Shen Siyu. She could not let the 

inexperienced men from the four-nation alliance and Sun Never Sets do the first part of the battle. 

Otherwise, they would probably suffer heavy casualties due to their lack of knowledge about the demon 

beasts. Therefore, it was the best choice for the God Realm to attack first. 

Shen Siyu smiled and nodded. With a wave of his arm, the tens of thousands of god envoys from the 

God Realm immediately moved out. 

The gates of Sun Never Sets were opened and the god envoys dressed in white stepped into the 

battlefield. A faint halo could be seen enveloping them. 

That was not a Priest’s holy shield, but a shroud of divine power. 

As if they had sensed the divine power, the demon beasts that were isolated by the flames began to 

roar in unease. 

Chapter 1543: Beast Tide (13) 

Demon beasts were creatures born from the underworld. Just like the devils, they loathed the power of 

the God race. 



The god envoys from the God Realm moved out and attacked the demon beasts with their divine 

powers. 

The demon beasts seemed to be extremely strong, with their rough skin and thick flesh. However, under 

the sharp blades of the god envoys, their thick flesh was easily cut open. One could vaguely see wisps of 

white smoke rising from the wound. Evidently, divine power had a strong corrosive effect on demon 

beasts. 

But more accurately, this effect was called purification! 

The demon beasts that collided with the god envoys were utterly defeated. Everyone on the city walls 

looked at that scene in disbelief. 

Well… 

It was too different from what they expected. 

Another reason why Shen Yanxiao asked the God Realm to attack first was because she knew how 

terrifying the effects of the divine power on demon beasts were. During the battle between the god 

envoys and demon beasts, both the people from Sun Never Sets and the four-nation alliance could 

slightly ease their fear of demon beasts. 

A soldier who was scared out of his wits before he even stepped into the battlefield would be sending 

himself to his death if he were to enter the battlefield. 

In a sense, Shen Yanxiao’s decision was correct, as their gazes were no longer as fearful as before. 

As the second vanguard, demons rushed out of Sun Never Sets to support the god envoys. 

They and the demon beasts were from the underworld, so they had a high resistance against dark 

magic. 

Neither group had been defeated by the demon beasts, which gave the remaining humans a boost of 

confidence. 

The last wave was the alliance of the four-nation alliance and the soldiers of Sun Never Sets. 

Overall, the number of participants on Shen Yanxiao’s side had reached a million! 

At that moment, be it the soldiers of Sun Never Sets or the soldiers of the four-nation alliance, all of 

them put aside their previous hatred and joined hands to fight against the demon beasts! 

Only victory would give them hope of survival. 

As the most powerful holy beasts, Taotie and Yazi dashed into the demon beast camp. Their huge bodies 

were much larger than the demon beasts around them! 

This time, Taotie did not go on a rampage like he did against humans. He directly opened his mouth and 

swallowed those demon beasts that were only one-fourth his size. 

It was a wonderful thing for Taotie to be able to eliminate his enemies and fill his stomach. 

Furthermore, the demon beasts tasted pretty good, so Taotie was satisfied. 



That scene was simply unbearable to look at. 

On the other hand, Yazi savagely tore apart every demon beast that approached it, and its killing intent 

completely exploded. 

Compared to the way Taotie directly swallowed the demon beasts, the way Yazi killed his enemies 

seemed exceptionally bloody and cruel. 

Wherever it went, there were demon beast corpses everywhere. 

The Phantom members set off and rushed into the camp with their mythical beasts. 

The battle against the demon beasts was completely different from the previous war with the four-

nation alliance. The four-nation alliance paid attention to cooperating with each other in battle, but 

demon beasts would only blindly rampage. The terrifying aspect of the beast tide was that the demon 

beasts would violently sweep across cities. They did not even need to attack much, as they could turn a 

city into dust with their own strength. 

Shen Yanxiao did not have many subordinates, but she had many magical beasts. She had two holy 

beasts and a group of mythical beasts under her. Thus, it was not a problem for her to fight against the 

demon beasts. Moreover, the God Realm and the demons were familiar with the demon beasts. 

Therefore, it was not difficult for them as well. 

Even though there were many demon beasts, their bodies were also huge and took up a lot of space. 

They did not have any intellect, so they did not know how to cooperate. 

Chapter 1544: Beast Tide (14) 

The battle between both sides was in full swing. The god envoys and demons were skilled in dealing with 

demon beasts, but when the four-nation alliance fought against those demon beasts, they finally 

realized how terrifying those demon beasts were. 

Their skin that was as hard as a rock could not be injured by ordinary attacks. 

An Archer’s ordinary arrows could not even scratch its skin. 

The arrow struck the skin, producing a crisp sound before it fell to the ground. 

It was as harmless as tickling a demon beast. 

The Swordsman and Knight’s swords were bounced back the moment they were struck. Magus’s fire 

bullets could not even burn them. 

In the face of those demon beasts that were as hard as iron walls, everyone was shocked. If it were not 

for the few mythical beasts and holy beasts in front of them, they would have been trampled into meat 

paste. 

Shen Yanxiao narrowed her eyes and looked at the scene. It was not that those soldiers were useless, 

but the defenses of those demon beasts were too strong. 



After the war between the gods and devils, the demon beasts hid in the forest of the Forsaken Land. For 

thousands of years, they had launched dozens of attacks on the Forsaken Land. And every time they 

brought about huge casualties to humans. 

The demon beasts with weaker physiques had been wiped out by humans dozens of times in the 

previous beast tide. So those that survived until now were the best among the demon beasts. 

They were not something ordinary humans could contend against. 

It was not without reason that the beast tide had caused the people in the Forsaken Land to turn pale. 

“Archers above the intermediate level, use Explosive Arrows to attack. Those below the intermediate 

level, aim at the demon beast’s eyes! Knights, reinforce your defenses. Swordsmen, use your most lethal 

moves! Priests, take good care of the Knights and Swordsmen’s protective shield. Magi, abandon your 

small magic spells. Blow them up with medium magic spells and large magic spells!” Shen Yanxiao 

decisively gave an order. If the situation continued as it were, it would only be a waste. 

All the soldiers immediately followed Shen Yanxiao’s instructions and changed their attacking methods. 

Even though the efficiency of their attacks had decreased, they had finally successfully broken through 

the demon beasts’ defenses. A few Archers had forcefully nailed the arrows into the demon beasts with 

explosive arrows. 

Other than the god envoys, demons, and magical beasts, the Phantom members were the ones that 

dealt the most damage to the demon beasts. Qi Xia’s large-scale magic spells could instantly eliminate a 

large number of demon beasts! As for Tang Nazhi, he did not back down as he forcefully split the demon 

beasts in half with his Blight Slash! 

Yang Xi had Yan Yu’s Divine Shield on him, allowing him to clash head-on against a massive demon 

beast. With the heavy shield in his hand, he stabbed the demon beast’s eyes with his long sword. 

And the most amazing one was Shen Yanxiao. 

She allowed Vermilion Bird and Taotie to attack freely while she stood among the team. With a single 

bow, she could actually shoot ten arrows at the same time. The lethality of each arrow had the effect of 

an explosive arrow, and every single arrow was aimed at the center of those demon beasts’ brows! 

With a strong force, the arrows pierced into the demon beast’s forehead without leaving a single drop 

of blood, and the demon beast that was as large as a mountain collapsed with a bang. 

Shen Yanxiao had imbued battle aura, magic and life force into that small arrow. That seemingly 

ordinary attack could completely destroy the demon beast’s brain the instant it pierced through it! 

Chapter 1545: Beast Tide (15) 

Not to mention the demon beasts, even the real devils would not survive if Shen Yanxiao shot between 

their brows. 

However, no one knew of this. They only saw Shen Yanxiao’s light arrow that could kill a huge demon 

beast. How powerful was that? 



At that moment, those soldiers who were fighting at the frontline secretly rejoiced. They were glad that 

their commander had given the order to stop the attack at the end. Otherwise, if they were to force this 

demon into a corner, they would definitely die without a complete corpse! 

Shen Yanxiao calmly observed the situation. From the looks of it, they should be evenly matched with 

the demon beasts. However, there was a large number of reinforcements behind the demon beasts 

while they only had these troops. 

Sun Never Sets and the four-nation alliance had just experienced a huge war, and no one had recovered 

yet. The previous battle had almost pushed their physical strength to the limit. If this battle were to 

become a long drawn-out battle, then it would be detrimental for them. 

However, it was practically impossible to eliminate so many demon beasts in a short time. 

The seemingly evenly matched situation was merely a good start. 

As the battle progressed, Sun Never Sets was clearly at a disadvantage. 

Even though they had changed their attacking methods, it would require dozens of people to attack 

together if they wanted to eliminate a single demon beast. To further worsen the situation, a single 

attack from a demon beast could instantly kill dozens of people. 

With such a huge gap, the warriors of Sun Never Sets felt immense pressure. 

If not for the God Realm, they would have been forced into the city. 

Among the demons, Shen Siyu was the most dazzling one. 

The fallen god still possessed the power of the God race, so his attacks were fatal for demon beasts. 

Dozens of demon beasts surrounded Shen Siyu, but there was no fluctuation on his handsome face. He 

still had that smile that was like a spring breeze. He held an exquisite staff in his hand. It was different 

from the staffs used by Qi Xia and the other magi. This staff was pure white, and the tip of the staff was 

like two crescent moons that wrapped around a golden gem. A circle of dazzling golden light enveloped 

the entire staff. All the demon beasts were filled with dread towards it. 

A weapon from the God race was the best weapon against those from the underworld. 

Shen Siyu quietly stood in the middle of the demon beasts. All the demon beasts were so intimidated by 

the divine aura he released that they did not dare to approach him. All of a sudden, he inserted the staff 

in his hand into the cracked earth and pressed his palms together in front of his chest. Then, all of a 

sudden, the corner of his clothes moved without any wind. 

In an instant, a powerful divine power surged around him and a whirlwind emerged from beneath his 

feet and tightly wrapped around his staff. Amid the strong winds, traces of golden light could be faintly 

seen. 

Shen Siyu slowly closed his eyes and chanted an incomprehensible curse. 

The moment the last note fell, he opened his quiet eyes. The faint golden color had replaced the original 

brown color. He suddenly shouted, “Break!” 



Accompanied by that one clean word, that golden hurricane instantly swept across the surroundings. 

The dozens of demon beasts surrounding Shen Siyu were swept into the golden hurricane in the blink of 

an eye and their huge bodies were torn into pieces by the gale! 

Chapter 1546: Beast Tide (16) 

The golden hurricane did not stop after it eliminated dozens of demon beasts. It continuously swept 

towards the demon beasts in all directions. Under this golden hurricane, none of the demon beasts had 

any room to fight back! 

Several miles away from the battlefield, two figures, one white and one black, were quietly looking at 

this soul-stirring battle. 

“Sun Storm? The God of Light is still alive?” The old man in white looked at the golden storm that 

reached the horizon in surprise. 

“After the God of Light sealed the passage to the underworld, he disappeared without a trace. So, he 

had hidden himself. We had been wondering if the God Realm was related to the God of Light. Now, it 

seems like we can confirm it.” The man in black raised his eyebrows and looked at the dazzling storm 

with a sinister smile in his eyes. 

“Shen Yanxiao is indeed capable to be able to invite the God of Light. You have to know that he has been 

hiding for thousands of years. This solar windstorm is equivalent to exposing his identity. Ouyang 

Huanyu, this little girl you have your eyes on is indeed capable.” The black-robed man looked at the old 

man in white with ill intentions. 

The white-robed old man was none other than the Dean of the Saint Laurent Academy, Ouyang Huanyu. 

Ouyang Huanyu looked at the man in black with indifference and said, “Shen Yanxiao and I are really 

fated. I just didn’t expect that she was the number one I lost back then. If not for Satan’s soul returning, 

I would have missed a golden opportunity.” 

The black-robed man chuckled and said, “Who would have expected that the dead test subject No.1 was 

still alive? Didn’t Satan say that the soul of the god we transferred into No.1 was still alive? If we can 

take down Shen Yanxiao this time, then not only can No.1 return, but we can also retrieve the soul of 

the War God. There are only pros and no cons.” 

“Even if we can retrieve the War God’s soul, it is not something we can control. I have promised Satan 

that after he takes Shen Yanxiao down, he will deal with Asura’s soul. I only want Shen Yanxiao,” Ouyang 

Huanyu said calmly, but there was a glint of excitement in his eyes. 

The former test subject No.1 was the most perfect hybrid he had ever created! 

The death of test subject No.1 had dealt him a huge blow. He did not expect to find her again! 

“Are you really going to hand over Asura’s soul to Satan? Then wouldn’t our plan be…” The black-robed 

man was somewhat unhappy. 

Asura was the last god in the world. Without Asura, they would probably never be able to complete the 

experiment of integrating eight races. 



Ouyang Huanyu smiled and said, “I believe Asura has stayed in Shen Yanxiao’s body for long enough for 

her to absorb enough divine power. She is our perfect work. Moreover…” Ouyang Huanyu looked at the 

golden hurricane. 

“Without the War God, we still have the fallen demigods.” 

“You intend to use the God of Light in place of the War God?” The black-robed man was stunned. 

“Since you are no longer a god, why don’t you come and complete our experiment? The God race has 

perished. There is no need for the War God or the God of Light to exist anymore. There is no longer 

room for the God race to survive in this world. Why don’t you just contribute your body for us?” Ouyang 

Huanyu’s sanctimonious face revealed a cruel smile. 

Chapter 1547: Beast Tide (17) 

“You are as vicious as ever. You are so obsessed with blasphemy.” The man in black looked at Ouyang 

Huanyu with a smile. Who could have imagined that a human would scheme against the God race? 

Ouyang Huanyu raised his brow and said, “Jun Mo, as someone who would contribute his only disciple, 

you don’t seem to have the right to call me vicious.” 

The person who colluded with Ouyang Huanyu was the number one Herbalist in the Blue Moon Dynasty, 

Jun Mo. 

“Disciple? If not for the fact that Luo Fan’s family can be used by me, why would I accept an idiot as my 

disciple? However, he is not completely useless. At the very least, he is somewhat useful now.” Jun Mo 

did not feel the slightest guilt about sacrificing his disciple. 

“However, I’ve always been curious. How did you contact the Broken Star Palace? You were able to get 

them to persuade the four countries to form an alliance and attack Sun Never Sets.” Even though Jun 

Mo had known Ouyang Huanyu for hundreds of years, he still could not guess his thoughts. 

The defenses of Sun Never Sets were extremely high and Shen Yanxiao had deployed a large number of 

troops in various cities in the Forsaken Land. If she were to let the beast tide attack, it would be hard to 

determine the winner. However, after the war with the four nations, Shen Yanxiao’s strength had been 

greatly weakened, allowing the beast tide to deal a fatal blow to her at that time! 

Everything was arranged by Ouyang Huanyu step by step. Even Jun Mo could not help but sigh at 

Ouyang Huanyu’s skills. 

He could even invite the Broken Star Palace that was hidden from the world. Who exactly was Ouyang 

Huanyu? 

Ouyang Huanyu glanced at Jun Mo and said, “People who know too much will not live long.” 

Jun Mo was shocked. 

“You don’t have to know much. You just have to know that I am in cahoots with you. Right now, we just 

have to wait for this battle to end and bring back our test subjects.” Ouyang Huanyu was unwilling to say 

anything else. He was waiting. He wanted to personally bring back his perfect test subjects after the final 

battle. 



Shen Yanxiao, I won’t let you escape again! 

… 

Shen Siyu’s solar windstorm had engulfed a large number of demon beasts, providing the frontlines a 

breather. 

All of a sudden, a loud horn sounded from the rear of the demon beast camp. Hearing it, all the demon 

beasts suddenly went berserk and released waves of roars. They began to attack all the humans and 

demons in front of them without any reservations. Their eyes were covered with blood! 

The sudden rampage of the demon beasts shocked the soldiers of Sun Never Sets. The demon beasts 

began to launch destructive attacks. They did not care about the severe injuries they had sustained as 

they roared and dashed forwards. The Knights could no longer withstand the demon beasts and were 

sent flying! 

“What’s going on?” Shen Yanxiao was surprised by the demon beast’s sudden outburst. 

It was as if those demon beasts had been injected with stimulants. There was no fear, no panic, only 

madness and killing! 

Enchantress was not far away from Shen Yanxiao. The instant the demon beasts went berserk, 

Enchantress rushed to Shen Yanxiao’s side and said with an ugly expression, “It’s the horn of the Devil 

race. It is a type of magic weapon used by the devil race to command the demon beasts. This horn can 

stimulate the fury in the demon beasts’ souls and turn them into a group of killing machines. Not only 

are they no longer afraid of pain, but their strength would also double!” 

Chapter 1548: Beast Tide (18) 

 

“Only the Devil race can use the horn. That sound came from behind the beast tide. And if we don’t 

destroy the horn, these demon beasts will remain in their current state.” Enchantress’ face was deathly 

pale. The demon beast army was already unbearable for them, and now with the horn sounding, how 

were they to win the war? 

Shen Yanxiao narrowed her eyes. She immediately dashed into the demon beasts and found Shen Siyu. 

“Brother Siyu.” Before Shen Yanxiao could finish her sentence, Shen Siyu had already spoken. “You wish 

to find the demon that blew the horn?” 

Shen Yanxiao nodded. 

“That guy might very well be Satan.” Shen Siyu said. 

“If we don’t destroy the horn, we will not win this war.” Shen Yanxiao gritted her teeth. 

“I’ll go with you,” Shen Siyu said. 

“Sure.” 



Shen Yanxiao immediately contacted Vermilion Bird and got him to bring them towards the back of the 

beast tide. 

Behind the beast tide, a black-robed man was currently seated on the back of a huge demon beast. That 

demon beast’s size was comparable to Taotie. 

The man seemed to have sensed Shen Yanxiao’s arrival. He suddenly looked up with an evil smile on his 

handsome face. The demonic aura in his eyes was not something a human could possess. 

That face was extremely familiar! 

“Why is it him?” Shen Yanxiao was surprised. She did not expect that the demon that controlled the 

demon beasts to attack Sun Never Sets and sounded the horn was… Luo Fan? 

That Luo Fan who collaborated with Shangguan Xiao and Pu Lisi to force Tang Nazhi out of the academy! 

“God of Light, long time no see. I didn’t expect you to still be alive.” Luo Fan looked at Shen Siyu on 

Vermilion Bird’s back with an evil look. 

Shen Siyu frowned. He sensed a powerful devilish aura from the human. 

“Satan?” 

“I didn’t expect you to recognize me with my appearance.” Luo Fan suddenly stood up. A dark purple 

horn in his hand was placed on his waist. 

“You’ve occupied this human’s body!” Shen Siyu stared at Luo Fan. Other than his appearance, the 

feeling he gave off was exactly the same as Satan, the Devil God. 

“Luo Fan” lowered his head to look at his fragile body and said with disdain,” A human’s body? I don’t 

want such a fragile body even if it was given to me. If this body could not withstand my devilish aura, do 

you think I would care for it?” 

Humans were only fit to crawl under the feet of devils. 

If his real body had not been destroyed, why would he need to reside in a human’s body? That was an 

insult to him. 

“I am different from Asura. It is shameful that he is willing to reside in a human’s body. I feel disgusted 

when I think that I was defeated by that guy.” Satan sneered. 

“Xiaoxiao, I will join hands with you to deal with him. You must be careful.” Shen Siyu secretly gripped 

his staff. 

“Yes.” Shen Yanxiao nodded. Satan’s insult to Xiu made her furious. 

Satan looked at them with contempt. 

“A magical beast, a mixed-race, and a demigod. Do you think you can defeat me with just the few of 

you? God of Light, you were not my opponent when you were still a god.. Now, you will still be defeated 

by me. In this world, no one can defeat me except for Asura and the Lord God!” 

Chapter 1549: Beast Tide (19) 



Shen Siyu did not say anything else. The sacred power that he had suppressed for thousands of years 

exploded at that moment and the sacred power completely surrounded him, Shen Yanxiao, and 

Vermilion Bird. 

Shen Yanxiao could feel an unprecedented power filling her entire body, as an endless stream of divine 

power was frantically pouring into her heart lake. 

Shen Siyu gripped his staff tightly and suddenly jumped down from Vermilion Bird’s back. His figure was 

suspended in mid-air as rays of dazzling light rapidly rushed towards Satan. 

Satan sneered and an invisible dark aura condensed into a black sword in his right hand. With a wave of 

the sword, he rudely repelled Shen Siyu’s attack. 

Shen Yanxiao flew towards Satan with Vermilion Bird. With the longbow in her hand, Shen Yanxiao 

nocked an arrow and aimed it at Satan. On the other hand, Vermilion Bird spread its wings and spread 

flames across the earth! 

All the demon beasts near the rear were affected by these powerful forces. 

The divine power and the dark power intertwined and flames danced. Within the distorted elemental 

energy field, countless demon beasts were minced into mincemeat. Only the huge demon beast Satan 

sat on remained unmoved! 

Behind the battlefield, Shen Yanxiao, Shen Siyu, and Vermilion Bird were fighting against Satan. 

Before the fight, Sun Never Sets suffered a series of counterattacks after the demon beasts went 

berserk. 

The shields cast by the Priests on the Knights could no longer withstand the demon beast’s attack. One 

by one, the light shields broke and the soldiers were pierced by the demon beast’s fangs. 

Even though demons and demon beasts were both creatures of the underworld, they could not 

compete with demon beasts in terms of individual combat ability. 

Intermediate-ranked demons of the same beast type could not stop the demon beasts at all. They 

resisted with all their might, but they were trampled into meat paste by the incomparably strong demon 

beasts. The skeletons on the ground had blended together with the demon beasts. 

A large number of demons had died, and Jia He’s entire left shoulder had been bitten off by the demon 

beasts. Fresh blood continuously gushed out, and Jia Lan rushed to Jia He’s side with a pale complexion. 

He constantly brandished the long sword in his hand in an attempt to repel the demon beasts in front of 

him. However, before they could repel the enemy, another two demon beasts rushed towards them 

from the left. 

“Jia Lan, leave.” Jia He gritted his teeth. One of his shoulders was completely gone, and his wound was a 

bloody mess. The massive loss of blood made him realize that he did not have much time left. 

“Bastard! I will not abandon you and run away by myself! We brothers came to the Brilliance Continent 

together and have experienced so many battles together. Do you think I will abandon you? We will live 

and die together! In our next life, we will still be brothers!” Jia Lan tightly supported Jia He’s weak body 



with one hand while his other hand tenaciously resisted the demon beast’s attacks. His eyes were 

bloodshot and filled with despair. 

If he abandoned Jia He who was severely injured, he might be able to escape. However, he was unwilling 

to abandon his brother. 

They were born in this world together. Even if they were to die, they would die together! 

Freud, Qiao Chu, Enchantress, Tian Qiu and Zhong Ling wanted to break into the demon beasts’ 

encirclement several times to rescue Jia Lan and his brother. However, the demon beasts that 

continuously surged out blocked their path. 

After killing one, more demon beasts would rush forward, completely cutting off their hopes of rescuing 

them. 

“Damn it! Damn it!” Tian Qiu and Zhong Ling’s eyes were bloodshot. They had spent thousands of years 

with Jia Lan and Jia He in Sun Never Sets, but they could only look on helplessly as they fell into a trap. 

Chapter 1550: Beast Tide (20) 

More and more demon beasts surrounded Jia Lan and Jia He, shrinking the encirclement. 

Jia Lan’s eyes were bloodshot. He protected Jia He while killing the enemy. 

A small demon beast suddenly scuttled out from beneath one of the demon beasts. It bit Jia He’s leg and 

its sharp fangs instantly tore off his entire leg. 

A miserable cry escaped from Jia He’s mouth. 

Jia Lan shot an arrow and hacked that demon beast to death, but he showed his back to other demon 

beasts. 

In an instant, a demon beast’s horn pierced through Jia Lan’s chest and a large amount of blood stained 

his chest. 

“Bastard… I… how could Jia Lan die in such… humiliation!” Jia Lan gritted his teeth and shouted. He then 

stabbed the demon beast’s chest with his sword. 

The demon beast collapsed and a fist-sized hole appeared on Jia Lan’s chest, dripping with blood. 

“Jia Lan… leave… ah…” Half of Jia He’s body had been eaten by the demon beasts. He squinted his eyes 

weakly and looked at his brother in despair and sadness. 

Jia Lan was still hugging Jia He tightly, and tears the size of beans flowed out from his eyes. He roared 

and waved the long sword in his hand, forcing back all the demon beasts that approached. 

“Don’t die… don’t die… we haven’t had enough fun yet…” Jia Lan’s face was covered with tears as he 

cried out like a madman. However, Jia He’s aura was getting weaker and weaker as small demon beasts 

continued to attack. When Jia Lan turned around, only Jia He’s arm remained in his hand. 

His brothers could no longer travel the continent with him. 



“Come on! Come on! Kill me if you have the guts! Kill me! Bastards!” Jia Lan completely broke down. He 

stood up straight and roared at the demon beasts in all directions. A group of small demon beasts 

hidden around the large demon beasts roared and pounced towards Jia Lan. Jia Lan’s long sword cut off 

the heads of those demon beasts one by one, but his body was riddled with bumps and hollows from 

being gnawed on by those little demon beasts. The flesh on his legs had been completely gnawed off, 

leaving only two white bones. 

Unable to stand any longer, Jia Lan collapsed. He took one last look at the gray sky of the Forsaken Land. 

He remembered the scene when he wandered into Sun Never Sets with Jia He. 

“Jia Lan, this place will be ours in the future.” 

“In the words of humans, are we now kings after we occupy this mountain?” 

“Yes! Why not?!” 

“Oh, then I want to be the boss.” 

“Get lost. I am the brother. I want to be the boss.” 

“I’m older than you!” 

“I’m older than you!” 

Brother… how about I be your younger brother in your next life? 

Jia Lan could no longer see the gray sky. His line of sight was covered by the hideous faces of demon 

beasts. 

In an instant, they were drowned in a group of demon beasts. 

The advanced-ranked demons who were dozens of meters away could only look on helplessly as Jia Lan 

and Jia He were gnawed to death by the demon beasts. That scene shocked every single one of them, 

and it aroused their fury. 

“I’ll kill you! I’ll kill you!” Zhong Ling’s eyes were bloodshot as he raised his saber and slashed at the 

incoming demons. 

Enchantress’s cheeks were streaming with tears. She could not believe that her brothers who had been 

with her for thousands of years had died just like that. 

Recalling the scene where they met in Sun Never Sets and how this pair of clowns played around on 

normal days, Enchantress felt as if a knife was twisted in her heart. 

Jia Lan and Jia He’s death had catalyzed the demons’ desire to kill. 

They wanted revenge! 

They wanted to tear those demon beasts into pieces! 

 


